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2017 is so unexpectedly warm it is freaking out
climate scientists
ň'ZVTGOGN[ TGOCTMCDNGŉ 2017 heads toward record for hottest year
without an El Niño episode.
January–June 2017 global surface temperatures (compared to
the 20th century average) in Degrees Celsius. CREDIT: NOAA

Normally, the hottest years on record occur
when the underlying human-caused global
warming trend gets a temporary boost from an
'N 0K³QņU enhanced warming in the tropical
Pacific.
So it’s been a surprise to climate scientists
that 2017 has been so remarkably warm —
because the last 'N0K³Q ended a year ago. The
0CVKQPCN 1EGCPKE CPF #VOQURJGTKE #FOKPKUVTCVKQP
01##  reported Tuesday that the first half of
2017 was the second-warmest January-June on record for Earth, topped only by 2016, which was
boosted by one of the biggest 'N0K³QU on record.

ň#UKHKVYCUPņV UJQEMKPIGPQWIJ VQUGG VJTGG EQPUGEWVKXG TGEQTFDTGCMKPI [GCTUKP 
CPF  HQTVJG HKTUV VKOG QP TGEQTFŉNGCFKPIENKOCVQNQIKUV /KEJCGN/CPP YTQVG
KP CP GOCKN VQ 6JKPM2TQITGUU ňYGņTG PQY UGGKPI PGCTTGEQTF VGORGTCVWTGU GXGP KP VJG
CDUGPEGQHVJG'N0KPQŅCUUKUVņVJCVVJGRTGXKQWUTGEQTF[GCTDGPGHKVGFHTQOŉ
How January-June temperatures globally rank compared to
the 20th century average. CREDIT: NOAA

01## climatologist Ahira Sanchez-Lugo told
%NKOCVG%GPVTCl,

ň#HVGT VJG FGENKPG QH VJG UVTQPI 'N
0K³Q + YCU GZRGEVKPI VJG XCNWGU VQ
FTQR C DKVŎ 6JKU [GCT JCU DGGP
GZVTGOGN[TGOCTMCDNGŉ
Usually we see global records in years
when the short-term El Niño warming adds
to the long-term global warming trend (see
1

chart below). As 01## noted in its March report, without an 'N0K³Q, no month before March 2017 had
ever exceeded the ňPQTOCNŉ temperature (the 1981–2010 average) by a full 1.8°F (1.0°C).

Global monthly temperature departures (from 1981–2010 average) color-coded by whether the Pacific was experiencing an El Niño (red), a
La Niña (blue) or neutral conditions (gray). CREDIT: NOAA

This matters because when a month — or six-month period — sees record high global temperatures in
the absence of an 'N0K³Q, that is a sign the underlying global warming trend is stronger than ever.
The latest 01## report is

ňC TGOKPFGT VJCV ENKOCVG EJCPIG JCU PQV FGURKVG VJG KPUKUVGPEG QH ENKOCVG EQPVTCTKCPU
ŅRCWUGFņQTGXGPUNQYGFFQYPŉ/CPPUCKF
Bottom line: Human-caused global warming continues at a dangerous pace, and only human action
to slash carbon pollution can stop it.
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